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The Organization
Chas. E. Phipps Co. distributes concrete repair materials, sealants, and coatings and rents specialty concrete equipment.

The Problem
As a distributor of construction materials, the ability to efficiently assess which products to stock from which vendors
is critical to Phipps’s business. However, the company suffered from an informal process for evaluating prospective
new products and product performance. Without a central repository to store data and track KPIs, Phipps largely
relied on associates’ ability to manually gather and retain information from suppliers and clients.
“There was nothing managing the process, which made it a significant challenge to keep everyone on our team
informed,” says Ben Brown, Vice President of Operations. “We would have a group of people with all the knowledge,
such as why we should consider a product, but not everyone had access to that knowledge. And when nobody knew
why we’d bring products in, they’d sit on shelves because they weren’t promoted right.”
Phipps turned to trusted technology partner Krish Services Group – who had recently migrated Phipps to SharePoint
Online and designed and implemented their new intranet – to build a custom product evaluation solution on Office 365.
“Even with a monumental amount of data, Krish had made the intranet project simple,” Brown says. “They did the
heavy lifting, and that’s what we needed again. We needed a simple product evaluation tool that would be easy to use.”

the Solution
To kick off the project, Krish met with Phipps’s leadership to first
understand and formalize the organization’s product review process.
“We went through what we had been doing historically,
where our pains were and where we had gaps in our processes,”
Brown says. “Krish did a tremendous job summarizing what
it was we were trying to accomplish, and how we could plug
all of the holes we had using existing Microsoft Office 365

“Krish’s automation knowhow has made it so that
nothing can fall through
the cracks anymore.”

technology we were already paying for.”
Leveraging Microsoft SharePoint Online, PowerApps, Flow, and
Forms, Krish designed a custom solution. Key functionality includes:
PowerApps data entry forms
To enable Phipps users to easily enter product evaluation information into the new solution, Krish developed a
PowerApps form with a simple UI accessible from their web browser. Employees can also use the PowerApps form to
create and assign tasks that associate with a product evaluation.

Automated tasks and reminders
Through automated workflows built with
Microsoft Flow, Krish designed the solution
to ensure evaluations move efficiently and
to maintain transparency and accountability
throughout the process. For example,
automatic email reminders are sent to different
stakeholders when task deadlines aren’t met.
“This tool covers everything,” Brown says.
“You get to see the product vetting process,
what the promotional activities are going to
be, and – the most critical component – the
tasks necessary to ensure follow up. Krish’s
automation know-how has made it so that
nothing can fall through the cracks anymore.”
Central data archive
Critical to the solution, Krish used
SharePoint Online to build a central
dashboard and SharePoint lists to archive
product data and activities. Users can easily
navigate to and collaborate on any product
evaluation in the system.
“Our team can now avoid redundant product reviews year after year at trade shows, and be
forward-facing with our suppliers with data we never had before,” Brown says. “We can show
what products we vetted and brought in, how we promoted them, and how they performed.”

The Result
Only a month after implementation, Brown says the product evaluation solution is completely
transforming the way Phipps does business. Seamless and instantaneous communication
across the organization ensures team members are educated on product data and activity,
with the software providing task assignments and reminders to keep staff on track.
“Simple and easy to use, the tool gives our VP of Sales a way to keep accountability for
the entire product evaluation process,” Brown says. “It makes it much easier to manage
something that’s absolutely critical to our business.”
Describing his team as “raving fans,” Brown’s only complaint is that they didn’t
turn to Krish for a solution sooner.
“Before, we didn’t know what was possible, and that’s where Krish was critical,” Brown says.
“This process was a complete partnership, with them using their technical expertise to design
a way to make our ideas a reality. I would highly recommend them to anyone in any industry.”

About
Krish Services Group is a trusted software development and IT services company, specializing
in end-to-end services for SharePoint/Office 365, enterprise applications, and mobile apps.

